Advanced level:
1.
2.
3.

4.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.

The pen: Open the gate .a nd remove all sheep from the pen. Head uphill on the narrow road to
the stop sign at the top of the hill.
Traffic stop: At the stop : sign perform a traff ic stop then proceed to the right on the farm road.
Traffic pass: After all sheep have entered the farm road the first car pass will approach from
the front then pass from behind as the sheep are moving down the farm road to the wide
graze. Stay left at the fork of the road and head to the open field.
Wide graze: Enter the left hand side of the field with the designated wide grazes. Turn right
and continue along the leading edge of the field until reaching the assigned wide graze. Enter
the wide graze.
Placement before the flock: At some point during the wide graze perform the placement
before the stock.
After the wide graze has concluded, exit the wide graze and head left along the edge of the
field to the narrow road.
Narrow road: Turn right on the narrow road and head back towards the ranch. Turn left at the
traffic corner and head down hill towards the bridge.
The bridge: Turn left into the adjacent field and cross the bridge.
The narrow graze: After exiting the bridge head to the designated narrow graze. Move the
sheep along the narrow graze and exit turning right to head back to the narrow road leading to
the pen.
Repen the sheep.

Intermediate level:
1.
2.
3.

4.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

The pen: Open the gate .a nd remove all sheep from the pen. Head uphill on the narrow road to
the stop s ign at the top of the hill.
Traffic stop: At the stop :sign perform a traffic stop then proceed to the right on the farm road.
Traffic pass: After all sheep have entered the farm road the car pass will approach from the
front as the sheep are moving down the farm road to the wide graze. Stay left at the fork of
the road and head to the open field.
Wide graze: Enter the left hand side of the field with the designated wide grazes. Turn right
and continue along the leading edge of the field until reaching the assigned wide graze. Enter
the wide graze.
Placement before the flock: At some point during the wide graze perform the placement
before the stock.
After the wide graze has concluded, exit the wide graze and head left along the edge of the
field to the narrow road.
Narrow road: Turn right on the narrow road and head back towards the ranch. Turn left at the
traffic corner and head down hill towards the bridge.
The bridge: Turn left into the adjacent field and cross the bridge. Turn r ight back to the narrow
road leading to the pen.
Repen the sheep.

Started level:
1.
2.
3.

4.

5.

6.
7.

The pen: Open the gate .and remove all sheep from the pen. Head uphill on the narrow road to
the stop s ign at the top of the hill.
Traffic stop: At the stop :sign perform a traffic stop then proceed to the right on the farm road.
Traffic pass: Continue on the farm road heading to the open field. A vehicle will be p arked on
the r oad. Stay to the right of the vehicle on the way to the wide g-raze. Stay left at the fork of
the road and head to the open field.
Wide graze: Enter the left hand side of the field with the designated wide grazes. Turn right
and continue along the leading edge of the field until reaching the assigned wide graze. Enter
the wide graze.
After the wide graze has concluded exit the field in the same direction as you entered heading
back to the road leading back to the ranch. Turn left at the traffic stop and head down the hill
to the bridge.
Bridge: Proceed across tihe bridge and turn right heading back to the pen.
Repen the sheep.

